We present a novel approach for recognizing what we call targetable named entities; that is, named entities in a targeted set (e.g, movies, books, TV shows). Unlike many other NER systems that need to retrain their statistical models as new entities arrive, our approach does not require such retraining, which makes it more adaptable for types of entities that are frequently updated. For this preliminary study, we focus on one entity type, movie title, using data collected from Twitter. Our system is tested on two evaluation sets, one including only entities corresponding to movies in our training set, and the other excluding any of those entities. Our final model shows F1-scores of 76.19% and 78.70% on these evaluation sets, which gives strong evidence that our approach is completely unbiased to any particular set of entities found during training.
Introduction
Current state-of-the-art systems perform very well on recognizing named entities such as persons, locations, or organizations (Lin and Wu, 2009; Ratinov and Roth, 2009; Turian et al., 2010) ; however, there is relatively little work on recognizing other types of entities such as movies, books, songs, or TV shows (Ritter et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2013) . As more people share information about various topics, named entity recognition for these non-traditional entities becomes more important; especially using data collected from social media, where people's interests are directly expressed.
Even without the difficulties of processing data from social media (Foster et al., 2011; Dent and Paul, 2011) , NER for non-traditional entities can be more challenging than traditional ones. First, it is hard to build a large dataset containing enough instances of these entities, which is required by most state-of-the-art systems using statistical machine learning. Previous studies have shown that these types of entities comprise only a small portion of the entire data consisting of random streams (Ritter et al., 2011; Gattani et al., 2013) , which is not sufficient to build a good statistical model. Thus, a more focused dataset needs to be constructed to build a good statistical model for these entities.
Second, non-traditional named entities tend to be updated more frequently than traditional ones (e.g., new movies are released every week), which makes it difficult to build a statistical model that performs well for a long period of time without being retrained. It is possible to keep annotating more data for newly introduced entities (Finin et al., 2010) and retraining new models accordingly; however, the choice of which data to annotate may not be always clear and retraining a new model is not necessarily easy, especially for people bound to use off-the-shelf systems. Thus, it is desirable to build a system that can be dynamically adjusted for new entities without having to be retrained.
Third, traditional named entities mostly occur in the form of noun phrases, whereas non-traditional ones do not necessarily follow the same trend (e.g., movie titles such as Frozen, Ride Along), which makes them more difficult to recognize. One bright side is that there exists a closed set containing some of these entity types such that the entire space is already known for certain types although it may expand quickly. Thus, even though non-traditional named entities can come in various forms, a system can anticipate the general forms they take given the closed set. Throughout this paper, we refer to these types of entities as "Targetable Named Entity"; that is, named entities in a targeted set that is closed but can be updated (e.g., a set of movie titles). A general NER system may still perform well for targetable named entities; however, a more focused system can be designed to give similar performance when the entity set is assumed. In this paper, we give a careful analysis of NER for one targetable named entity type, movie title, using data collected from Twitter. We begin by describing our newly introduced corpus used for developing and evaluating our approach (Section 2). We then present a three-stage NER system, where each stage performs normalization, candidate identification, and entity classification, respectively (Section 3). Finally, we evaluate our approach on two datasets, one including only entities corresponding to movies in our training set, and the other excluding any of those entities (Section 4).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a targetable named entity type is thoroughly examined. Our approach is general enough to be applied to other targetable named entity types such as TV show, song title, product name, etc.
Corpus

Data collection
We collected data from Twitter because it was one of the fastest growing social platforms in terms of both users and documents (Smith, 2013) . Instead of crawling random tweets, we collected tweets filtered by specific keywords using the Tweepy API. 1 These keywords correspond to movies that were popular during the collection time period, between Dec. 2013 and Feb. 2014 (e.g., Hobbit, Frozen) . It was difficult to find tweets including older movies; however, we managed to collect a few tweets corresponding to movies prior to that time period (e.g., Lord of the Rings, Titanic). Table 1 shows the distribution of the most frequent movies in our data.
We targeted tweets including specific keywords instead of general tweets for two reasons. One is that targeted streams are more commonly used by commercial organizations for monitoring response to their products (Li et al., 2012) . We expect that interested parties would find this type of data col-lection more useful than a larger body of random tweets. The other is that the proportion of tweets including movie entities among random tweets is usually too small to build a good statistical model and give a meaningful evaluation. For example, Ritter et al. (2011) annotated 2,400 random tweets with 10 entity types; however, only 34 movie entities were found in that data, which made it difficult for them to show how well their system would perform for this entity type. By restricting the search to a single entity type, we can collect more focused data, which leads to better modeling and evaluation for that entity type.
All redundant tweets and tweets not written in English are removed from our corpus. As a result, a total of 1,096 tweets were collected, of which, 71.9% include at least one movie entity.
Annotation
The following are the annotation guidelines used to label movie entities in our corpus. Table 2 shows annotation examples for each guideline.
1. Title match: Each sequence of tokens matching a main title (e.g., the #Hobbit), a sub title (e.g., the Desolation of Smaug), or a full title (e.g., the Hobbit 2: The Desolation of Smaug) is annotated as a single entity.
2. Sequel match: Sequel numbers are considered part of entities (e.g., Despicable me 2).
3. Typo match: Entities including typos are still annotated (e.g., the wolf on wall street, which should be the wolf of wall street).
Abbreviation match:
Abbreviations indicating movie titles are annotated (e.g., 12Yrs, which should be 12 Years a Slave).
Hashtag match:
Individual hashtags used to indicate movie titles are annotated (e.g., #Des-olationOfSmaug is annotated, whereas #un-controllablyexcited is not). Table 2 : Examples for each guideline in Section 2.2, where annotation is shown in bold. When a hashtag is used to indicate a movie title, it is considered a part of the entity (e.g., the #Hobbit).
All movie entities were manually annotated by a graduate student. A total of 911 movie entities were annotated, corresponding to 53 different movies.
Note that a single tweet can include zero to many movie entities. Although our corpus is single annotated, it is done by the author of the guidelines such that the quality of our corpus is most likely higher than ones achieved through crowdsourcing. Once we show the feasibility of our approach, we plan to increase the volume of our corpus through crowdsourcing (Finin et al., 2010) and also include more entity types. Our corpus is publicly available:
https://github.com/sandeepAshwini/TwitterMovieData.
3 Approach Figure 1 shows the architecture of our three-stage named entity recognition system, which should be general enough to handle most targetable named entity types. Given input data, a single tweet in our case, tokens are first normalized (either removed or substituted with generic tokens; Section 3.1). From the normalized tweet, candidate entities are identified by using a pre-defined gazetteer and heuristics (Section 3.2). Finally, each candidate is classified as either an entity or not using a statistical model trained on various features (Section 3.3).
Normalization
Some tokens in tweets act rather like noise. For instance, hyperlinks, appearing in almost every tweet, usually introduce noise to the NER process and it is hence better to discard them. On the other hand, it is better to segment hashtags consisting of multiple words when they are syntactically relevant to the context in the tweet. Thus, it is preferable to normalize tweets before attempting candidate identification and entity classification. The followings show our normalization rules. The first rule is general to any social media data whereas the other rules are specific to tweets.
1. Hyperlinks, non UTF-8 characters, punctuation marks, and English articles are removed.
2. Retweet markers and the following user IDs are removed (e.g, "RT @eurweb"). Moreover, User IDs are substituted with a generic token (e.g, @JMussehl → #USER#).
3. Hashtags that are not syntactically relevant to the context are removed. The relevance is determined by Kaufmann (2010) 's heuristic test. Hashtags that are syntactically relevant to the context are segmented by matching them against tokens in our gazetteer (Section 3.2.1) using dynamic programming. # Example 0 RT @eurweb The I bus i was on, was on fire and and I saw The Hobbit: 2 with @JMussehl! and it was so #damngood! #Hobbit #busfire http://t.co/M2nYROTpdS 1 RT @eurweb I bus i was on was on fire and and I saw Hobbit 2 with @JMussehl and it was so #damngood #Hobbit #busfire 2 I bus i was on was on fire and and I saw Hobbit 2 with #USER# and it was so #damngood #Hobbit #busfire 3 I bus i was on was on fire and and I saw Hobbit 2 with #USER# and it was so #damn #good Table 3 : An example of our normalization process by each rule in Section 3.1.
After running through these rules, tweets are in their normalized forms, where only relevant information is preserved. Normalization helps speed up the candidate identification process by reducing the total number of tokens in the tweet; in our data, it gives a 22.87% reduction in the number of tokens. Moreover, normalization helps to generate more relevant features for the entity classification stage, as much of the noise in the tweet is effectively removed and some sparsity issues are handled. It is possible to perform further normalization (Li et al., 2012) , which we will explore in the future.
Candidate identification
From a normalized tweet, candidate entities are identified by matching token sequences in the tweet to entries in a gazetteer. This stage is designed to give high recall while keeping reasonable precision for NER. We separate this stage from entity classification (Section 3.3) because we do not want the statistical model used for entity classification to be retrained every time the gazetteer is updated. This way, candidate identification finds candidates that are likely to be entities using the most up-todate gazetteer while entity classification ascertains whether or not those candidates are valid without being affected by the gazetteer. We find this approach effective for targetable named entities.
Gazetteer
We downloaded the entire list of film entities from Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) using the Freebase API. 2 This gazetteer can be dynamically updated to maintain coverage for latest movies. Additionally, we collected the release years of all movies in the gazetteer, which are used as features for entity classification (Section 3.3.1).
2 https://developers.google.com/freebase/
Sequence matching
For each token in the tweet, we check if there exists any sequence of tokens, beginning from that token, that matches an entry in our gazetteer. If a match is found, this token sequence is added to the list of possible candidates for that tweet. If more than one matches are found, only the longest sequence is added to the list. Some previous studies restricted this matching to a k-number of tokens to reduce complexity (Guo et al., 2013) . Instead of limiting the sequence matching to a fixed size, we adapted an affix tree (Weiner, 1973) , which tremendously reduced the matching complexity. 3 Thus, such restriction was no longer necessary in our system. Four types of sequence matching are performed: full title match, main title match, sub-title match, and sequel match, which are inspired by the guidelines in Section 2.2. Although this strategy looks simple, it gives a good recall for movie entity recognition; however, it often over-generates candidates resulting a poor precision. The following shows an example of over-generated candidates, where candidates are shown in bold.
I do 1 not understand the Pompeii 2 music videos 3 Three candidates are generated from this tweet, "I do", "Pompeii", and "music videos". Movie titles such as "I do" (2012) and "Pompeii" (2014) can be problematic for dictionary-based NER systems that do not facilitate any contextual information because these are general expressions and entities. Our sub-title match allows candidates such as "music videos" (from "NBA Live 2001 -The Music Videos", 2000), which is not even a movie but included in our gazetteer. Creating a more finegrained gazetteer (e.g., IMDB) may resolve issues like this, which we are currently looking into.
All candidates are automatically tagged with their types (full, main, sub, and sequel), which are later used as features for entity classification. It might be argued that hashtags alone can be used as a source of candidates; that is, we could generate candidates from only sequences including hashtags. However, in our data, only 23.6% of movie entities contain hashtags, and only 26.3% of all hashtags occur as part of valid movie entities. Hence, this approach would fail to identify a significant portion of the movie entities, and also generate too many falsenegative candidate entities.
Entity classification
For each candidate generated from Section 3.2, a statistical model is used to classify whether it is a valid entity or not. Three types of features are used to build the statistical model: orthographic features, n-gram features, and syntactic features. For better generalization, n-gram features are supplemented using word embeddings. It is worth mentioning that our model does not use any lexical features derived from the candidate itself (e.g., 'Hobbit' is not used as a feature), which prevents it from being overfit to any particular set of movies. Our experiments show that this model gives similar performance on movie entities whose corresponding movies are not in training data compared to ones that are.
Orthographic features
Orthographic features give information that can be generally applied to any candidate. Our model uses the following orthographic features.
1. Capitalization -Whether the candidate is all capitalized, all decapitalized, or only the first character of each token is capitalized.
2. Hashtag -Whether or not the candidate includes a hashtag.
3. Number of tokens -The total number of tokens in the candidate.
4. Title match -Whether the candidate matches a full title, a main title, a sub-title, or a sequel.
5. Numerical time difference -The difference between the year of the tweet posted and the year of release of the corresponding movie.
6. Categorical time difference -Whether the release date of the corresponding movie is in the past, contemporary, or future with respect to the time of data collection.
From our experiments, we found that orthographic features could be even more useful than the other features when tweets are written in a proper manner (e.g., proper usage of capitalization or hashtags). Section 4.3 gives more detailed analysis of the impact of these features on our system.
N-gram features
N-gram features are used to capture the local context of the entities. Before n-gram features are extracted, each candidate is substituted with a generic token, #MOVIE#. Table 4 shows the n-gram feature templates used in our model, where w i stands for the generic token substituted for the candidate, w i−1 and w i+1 stand for tokens prior and next to the generic token, and so on. Note that we also experimented with a bigger window size of tokens, which did not lead to better results in our data. Table 4 : N-gram feature templates. w i,j represents a joined feature between w i and w j .
Syntactic features
Syntactic features are derived from dependency trees automatically generated by the dependency parser in ClearNLP (Choi and Palmer, 2012; Choi and McCallum, 2013) . Table 5 shows the syntactic feature templates used for our model.
Token f m p d
Head (h) Grand-head (g) Sibling (s) Dependent (d) The generic token, #MOVIE#, is usually recognized as a proper noun by the parser, which is proper behavior if it is a valid entity. We expect that the dependency tree would look more syntactically sound when the generic token is substituted for a valid entity such that features extracted from these trees are distinguishable from features derived from trees that are less syntactically sound. Table 6 : Features extracted from the tweet in Figure 2 for the candidate, #Frozen.
Supplementary features
Since our training data is relatively small, n-gram features are supplemented with words (or phrases) similar to them in terms of cosine distance as determined by word embeddings. For each n-gram feature, the top 10 most similar words are found from the embeddings and included as additional features. These supplementary features are weighted by their cosine similarities to the original n-gram features. Table 7 : Examples of the top 5 most similar words extracted from word embeddings.
Since our task focuses on movie entities, we build embeddings using our training data (Section 4.1) combined with two other datasets designed for sentiment analysis on movie reviews (Pang and Lee, 2004; Maas et al., 2011) . 4 The supplementary features are added to improve the generalizability of our model. Note that we also tried to supplement the n-gram features using synonym relations in WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), which did not show much impact on our system.
Experiments
Data split
For our experiments, we divide our corpus into a single training set and two evaluation sets. The first evaluation set includes only entities corresponding to movies in the training set and the second evaluation set excludes all of those entities. This allows us to show whether or not our approach is biased to the set of movie entities in our training set. Since our corpus is not sufficiently large, no development set is separated from the data. We plan to increase the diversity and the volume of our dataset using crowdsourcing in the near future.
Statistical learning
Liblinear L2-regularization, L1-loss support vector classification (Hsieh et al., 2008 ) is used for building the statistical model for entity classification. We adapt the implementation in ClearNLP, 5 and use their default learning parameters: c = 0.1, e = 0.1, and b = 0. Neither hyper-parameter optimization nor feature selection was done for our model; given these small datasets, we did not find further Table 8 : Entity distributions in our training and evaluation sets. Rows 2 to 6 show the top 5 most frequent movies in each dataset. The 7th row shows the total number of movie entities in each set. The last row shows the total number of movies corresponding to these entities.
optimization useful since that would bring a higher chance of overfitting the model to this particular data. Once we annotate more data, we will perform more thorough optimization and try to improve our results with different learning algorithms. Table 9 shows incremental updates of our models.
Results
The baseline results are achieved by running only candidate identification (Section 3.2). The results for models 1 to 4 are achieved by running both candidate identification and entity classification using orthographic features (Section 3.3.1), n-gram features (Section 3.3.2), supplementary features (Section 3.3.4), and syntactic features (Section 3.3.3). As expected, our baseline approach gives very good recall (above 96%) but poor precision (around 14%), due to the fact that our gazetteer provides good coverage while causing a large number of false positives for candidate identification. This implies that the dictionary-based approach itself is not good enough to perform movie entity recognition. On the other hand, interesting results are derived from Model 1, where orthographic features play a critical role for the 2nd evaluation set but are not as effective for the 1st evaluation set. From our experiments, we find that these features do not make any noticeable difference when used individually, but give significant improvement when used together (McNemar, p < 0.0001). 6 The n-gram features used in Model 2 give another significant improvement in both evaluation sets (McNemar, p < 0.0001 and p < 0.01 for the 1st and 2nd sets, respectively). The supplementary features used in Model 3 also show improvement in both evaluation sets, but not found to be significant by the McNemar test. Finally, the syntactic features used in Model 4 give a slight improvement in recall for the 1st evaluation set but hurt both precision and recall for the 2nd evaluation set. Careful studies with more data need to be conducted to understand why these syntactic features did not show any impact or hurt performance on these datasets. 7 The most interesting aspect about our results is that our final model performs better on the 2nd evaluation set, in which no entity corresponds to any movie in the training set. This gives strong evidence that our system is completely unbiased to the training data. Section 5.1 describes the different natures of the 1st and 2nd evaluation sets in details.
Discussion
Comparison between two evaluation sets
From our error analysis, we notice that tweets in the 2nd evaluation set are much closer to formal English writing than ones in the 1st evaluation set. This explains why the orthographic features help so much on the 2nd set, but not as much on the 1st set. Furthermore, movie entities present in the 1st set consist of more general terms (e.g,. Gravity, Frozen) such that although our training data provides more contextual information for entities in the 1st set, they are harder to recognize. Nevertheless, the difference between F1-scores achieved for these evaluation sets is not statistically significant, showing that our system performs robustly for movie entities consisting of general terms. Table 9 : Results of movie entity recognition. P, R, and F1 represent precision, recall, and F1-score, respectively. The best result for each category is shown in bold.
Model Evaluation
We also notice that the 2nd evaluation set includes more entities corresponding to movies that are contemporary to the time of our data collection. Moreover, the 1st set includes more entities composed of a single token; 67.44% and 22.61% of entities in the 1st and 2nd evaluation sets are composed of a single token, respectively. Single-token entities are usually harder to recognize because they tend to use more general terms than multi-token entities. All these observations show a good direction of how we should split training and evaluation sets for future research.
Error analysis
We perform error analysis to identify different types of errors caused by each stage of our system, mainly, candidate identification and entity classification. Table 10 shows an example and the proportion of the total errors that each stage causes.
Errors from candidate identification
There are three types of errors caused by candidate identification, which together represent 16.4% of the total errors. First, entities including typos or non-exact tokens could not be identified by our approach. For example, an entity such as Lego Film is not present in our gazetteer although there exists an entity very similar to it, Lego Movie, such that no sequence match is found for this entity. Second, abbreviated entities are not handled by our approach (e.g, LOTR → Lord of the Rings). Third, the maximal sequence matching in Section 3.2.2 sometimes discards valid entities. For the 3rd example in Table 10 , Heat should have been identified as a candidate, whereas our approach identifies in Heat as a candidate instead because the latter yields a longer sequence. We could resolve these issues by allowing partial matches (Guo et al., 2013) or combining our dictionary-based approach with statistical approaches (Li et al., 2012) .
Errors from entity classification
Most errors in our system are caused in the entity classification stage (83.6% of the total errors). Our final model shows much higher precision than recall, which implies that this model generates more false negatives than false positives. A system with good precision and reasonable recall can be useful for cases where false positives are highly undesirable (e.g., pseudo annotation). More annotated data with careful feature selection and hyper-parameter optimization may help to improve this stage further.
Related work
It is only recently that natural language processing has been actively applied to social media data. The inherent difficulties of this domain have been well explored (Foster et al., 2011; Dent and Paul, 2011) . There has been increasing interest in improving NLP components for this domain. Gimpel et al. (2011) and Owoputi et al. (2013) suggested a new set of part-of-speech tags tailor made for Twitter. Their POS tagger achieved improved accuracies on tweets, compared to other existing taggers.
Named entity recognition is of particular interest in Social Media. Current state-of-the-art systems perform well on formal texts (Lin and Wu, 2009; Ratinov and Roth, 2009; Turian et al., 2010) ; however, the task becomes much harder in the social media domain. Ritter et al. (2011) adapted many NLP components to Twitter data, including a POS tagger, a shallow parser, and an entity chunker. For movie entities, their dictionary-based approach outperformed their statistical approach, which implies that a new NER system may need to be designed for this type of entities. Guo et al. (2013) performed entity linking, a task closely related to NER, on tweets. They developed a system to jointly detect and disambiguate entities in tweets, using structural learning techniques. Our system is most similar to theirs, in a way that we identify and classify entities. However, while they mainly focus on mention detection, we are concerned with building a system to disambiguate a single entity type in a targeted data stream. Further, while they use several gazetteer based features in their classification stage, we only use a gazetteer to generate candidates, thus allowing us to refresh our gazetteer without having to retrain our model. Li et al. (2012) developed a system for NER in a targeted Twitter stream. They used dynamic programming to segment each tweet into a set of candidate entities by maximizing what they called a stickiness function. In future work, we aim to incorporate a similar statistical method in our candidate identification stage to reduce our reliance on the gazetteer and improve the precision of this stage. Further, they ranked the validity of candidates by constructing a segment graph, and using a random walk model on this graph. Liu et al. (2011) presented a system which combines a KNN classifier and a CRF classifier to label each word in a tweet. The model is constantly retrained after a pre-determined number of entities are recognized with high confidence. As mentioned previously, our system achieves very good precision, and hence, can be used to pseudo annotate new data. It would be interesting to evaluate the improvements that can be obtained by using such pseudo-annotated data to occasionally retrain our candidate classification stage. Han and Baldwin (2011) and Kaufmann (2010) examined lexical and syntactic normalization to reduce noise in Twitter data. We use some of these ideas when we normalize tweets in the first stage in our entity recognition pipeline.
Conclusion
We provide a rationale for performing careful analysis and developing a dedicated system to recognize targetable named entities in social media data. In particular, movie entities in tweets are chosen to show the feasibility of our work. We first create a targeted dataset of tweets containing movie entities, which we make publicly available. We then present a new system designed for movie entity recognition in tweets. Our system is evaluated on two datasets, and shows results that are unbiased to our training set. More importantly, our system can be dynamically adjusted as new movie entities are introduced without having to be retrained. Although our approach is developed and evaluated only on movie entities, our framework is general enough to be adapted to other types of targetable named entities.
Due to the promising results of this preliminary study, we believe there is great potential for future work. We plan to increase the size of our corpus with more types of targetable named entities, using crowdsourcing and pseudo annotation. Moreover, we will improve our gazetteer with more finegrained sources, and explore statistical approaches for candidate identification. We also aim to identify features that are more generalizable, and evaluate the adaptability of these features for entity classification.
